Abstracting and Indexing Service
for Current Antarctic Literature
GEZA T. THURONYI
Science and Technology Division
Library of Congress
Since 1963, the Library of Congress, with the aid
of the National Science Foundation, has been providing a service for the control of current world
literature pertaining to the Antarctic. All forms of
published literature, such as monographs, handbooks,
atlases, journal articles, conference papers, etc., are
described and indexed on 3x5 inch cards, which are
distributed free of charge to about 150 organizations
or individuals participating in antarctic research.
Another 25 sets of cards are used to service the master
file of the bibliography maintained at the Office of
Antarctic Programs of the National Science Foundation. To date, over 6,000 items have been distributed.
The cards are reproduced periodically in book
form under the title Antarctic Bibliography, each
volume containing 2,000 entries with author, subject,
geographic and grantee indexes. Volumes 1 (1965)
and 2 (1966) are for sale for $4.25 each by the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, and volume
3 will be available at approximately the time this
issue of the Antarctic Journal is distributed.
The following statistical data have been compiled
on the contents of volume 3 of the bibliography. The
2,000 publications cited were issued in 17 languages
as follows (by percentage) : English, 59.3; Russian,
30.15; French, 3.7; Spanish, 2.9; German, 1.8; and
Afrikaans, Bulgarian, Croatian, Danish, Dutch, Flemish, Icelandic, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Polish, and Ukrainian, each less than 1. The publications
originated in 28 countries with the following distribution (by percentage) : United States, 34.35; U.S.S.R.,
30.15; Great Britain, 10.95; Japan, 4.1; France,
3.4; New Zealand, 3.2; Australia, 2.8; Argentina,
2.15; West Germany, 1.95; Netherlands, 1.35; Norway, 1.05; and Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada,
Chile, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, East Germany,
India, Italy, Peru, Poland, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and Yugoslavia, each less than 1.
The acquisition of materials is based not only on
the vast collections of the Library of Congress, but
also on exchanges with other institutions, on the files
of the Office of Antarctic Programs of the National
Science Foundation, and finally on review copies and
reprints received directly from publishers and authors.
Those wishing to contribute are invited to send copies
of their publications to the Cold Regions Bibliography
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Section, Science and Technology Division, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540, U.S.A.

Antarctic Bibliography, 1951-1961
GEZA T. THURONYI
Science and Technology Division
Library of Congress
Compilation of this retrospective bibliography,
based on the collections of the Library of Congress
and other institutions, began in 1966 and is scheduled for completion by mid-1969. Several approaches
are used to identify pertinent literature. Some 180
journals and serial publications were selected for
cover-to-cover review of all issues of the 1951-1961
period; 60 of these have been scanned completely,
and 80 partially. Additional material is located
by consulting bibliographies, including lists of references contained in books and articles. Moreover, the Scott Polar Research Institute of Cambridge, England, has made available copies of its
library cards representing several thousand useful
references.
It is estimated that the bibliography will contain
some 9,000 citations, about 2,500 of which have been
listed and indexed in final form. To be issued in one
or two volumes, the bibliography will include author,
subject, and geographic indexes.

Antarctic Geographic Nomenclature
FRED G. ALBERTS
Geographic Names Division
Army Map Service
In March 1968, the functions and personnel of the
former Office of Geography, Department of the Interior, were transferred to the Geographic Names Division, Army Map Service. The personnel, as relocated, continued to perform the research and other staff
functions for the Advisory Committee on Antarctic
Names (ACAN), which makes recommendations on
antarctic names and naming policy to the Board on
Geographic Names and the Secretary of the Interior.
During the year, ACAN met five times and approved
613 new names. Seventeen names were amended or
their descriptions changed, and three decisions were
vacated. This increment brings the total number of
approved names to nearly 10,000. The members of
ACAN are Kenneth J . Bertrand (chairman), Albert
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